Abstract. Let N c M C L be a tower of factors. If L is a crossed product N xaG of N by an outer action a of a finite group G on N then it is well known that there exists a subgroup H of G such that M = N xa. H. We prove in this paper that H is a normal subgroup of G if and only if there exist a finite group F and an outer action ft of F on M such that L = M »p F .
Introduction
Let N c M c L be a tower of finite factors. In [NT] Nakamura and Takeda studied a Galois theory for finite factors. If TV is a fixed-point algebra LG of L by an outer action a of a finite group G on L then there exists a subgroup H of G such that M is a fixed-point algebra LH. In [T] Takeda proved that H is a normal subgroup of G if and only if N is a fixed point algebra MF of M by an outer action B of some finite group F on M. We present in this paper a simple proof for arbitrary factors. To be more concrete, suppose that L is a crossed product N xaG of a factor N by an outer action q of a finite group G on N and M is a crossed product N xa\H H of N by the induced outer action a\n (by restriction of a) of a subgroup H of G on N. We prove in this case that H is a normal subgroup of G if and only if there exist a finite group F and an outer action B of F on M such that L is a crossed product M xpF . Using Kosaki's characterization of crossed product [K] and examining the restriction-induction graph (for example, see [KY] or [O] ), one can also obtain the result. But we give a simple proof without examining higher relative commutants of M c L.
Theorem and corollaries
Theorem. Let N c M c L be a tower of factors. If L is a crossed product NxaG of N by an outer action a of a finite group G on N then the subgroup H of G associated with M is a normal subgroup of G if and only if L is a crossed product MxpF of M by an outer action B of some finite group F on M. Furthermore, F is the quotient group G/H. Proof. Suppose that H is a normal subgroup of G and {ug}g^c are canonical unitaries of a crossed product. It is known that a 2-cocycle is a coboundary. (See [Jl] or [S] .) So we can choose the section 6 : F = G/H -> G such that {"0(o-)}<r€f is a unitary representation of F . Observing that L = (Mu{ue{a)}a€F)" and B" = Adu" is an outer action of F on M, we have L is a crossed product M xi ^ F of M by an outer action B of F. hence, ugz*0 e M. Therefore, ugMu*g = ugz*aoMzaou*g = M for any g e G. This means, for any g e G and any h e H, ugunu*g = ughg-\ e M, so ghg~x e H. Thus H is a normal subgroup of G, and by the first part of this proof we get F = G/H. O Using this theorem, we immediately obtain the next corollaries.
Corollary. Let M be a factor and K a fixed-point algebra MG by an outer action a of a finite group G on M. If H is a subgroup of G and N is a fixed-point algebra MH then H is a normal subgroup of G if and only if there exist a finite group F such that K is a fixed-point algebra NF of N by an outer action B of F on N. Furthermore, F is the quotient group G/H.
This corollary is an extension of Takeda's theorem in [T] to arbitrary factors. Since N' n Nx is isomorphic to l°°(G) and N' n TV. D A/7 n A/i, A/' n Af.
is commutative. However, AF n A/i is isomorphic to a group von Neumann algebra R(F). Therefore, F is abelian. So we get K = KF x~F p where /? is a dual action of /?. It is a contradiction to the theorem. □
